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D. SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION. 

 
 Q1. Define malware  
A.1. Malware refers to any program that enters into a computer and causes harm to it without 
the user's knowledge.  
 
Q2. What is the difference between a Trojan horse and Spyware?  
A.2. The difference between Trojan horse and Spyware are as follows:  

Trojan Horse- It is a malicious computer program which represents itself for appearing 
useful just to convince a victim to install it.  

Spyware- It is a type of malware that is installed on computers and gathers information 
about the users without any knowledge.  

 
Q3. Name any two anti- virus software.  
A.3. The two anti-virus software are: 

a.  McAfee 

b. Norton 

Q4.Define Ransomware 
A.4. Ransomware locks the network and locks out users until an amount is paid. It is also 
known as scareware.  
 
Q5. Write the full form of Virus.  

A 5. The full form of Virus is Vital Information Resource Under Seize. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



E. LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTION. 

 

Q1. Why a malware is dangerous for a computer system?  
A.1. Malware is an abbreviated form of Malicious Software. Malware is dangerous for a 
computer system as it causes harm in the system without informing the user. It is a general 
term for all destructive programs, including computer viruses, worms, Trojan horses, spyware 
and other unwanted programs. 
 
Q2. What are the effects of malware?  
A.2. Effects of Malware are as follows:- 
• Malware causes our connection to slow down 
• Malware causes our computer to slow down; badly written code can cause our computer to 

crash. 
• Malware can cause our computer to display error messages continually. 
• Malware could cause our computer to be incapable of shutting down or restarting as it 

keeps certain processes active. 
• Malware could be used for identity theft to gather personal information or data from our 

computer. 
• Malware can hijack our browser to redirect you to sites for its purposes. 
• Malware can infect our computer and use it as a server to broadcast various files or attacks. 
• Malware can send spam through and to our inbox. 

 

 

Q3. Define anti- virus software. Give some examples.  
A.3. An anti-virus is a computer program that is designed to identify, prevent, detect and 
remove computer viruses and other malicious software. It scans specific files or directories, E-
mails which might contain viruses and also allows the schedule scans to run on computer to 
remove any malicious code. 
 Some anti-virus software are:  

i. McAfee 

ii. AVG 

iii. Quick Heal 

iv. Avast 

v. Norton. 

 

 



Q4.What precautions we should take to protect system from virus?  
A.4. In order to protect the system from virus follow the given steps:  

i. Install Anti-virus software  
ii. Keep Anti-virus software updated  

iii. Install a firewall on your system to control the incoming and outgoing network traffic.  
iv. Avoid clicking on any pop up advertisements.  
v. Always scan the email attachments before opening them.  

vi. Always scan the files before downloading.  
vii. Take backup of the data regularly.  
viii. Do not immediately respond to mails from unknown users.  

ix. Keep updating the operating system and software applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


